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SUMMARY

The object of this experiment was to determine

the amount of cooling obtained by air cooling a c*s tur-

bine blade w:th slotted cooling air exits, and placed in

a flow of hot exJiaust gas from a jet burner. The blade

was an experimental construction such that both internal

cooling and external cooling (from a boundary layer)

v/ould result from the cooling air flow.

This test was inspired by previous work in the

field of gas turbines in which it has been shovm that

an increase in efficiency is to be gained at higher oper-

ating temperatures, oince metals in present use cannot

withstand these temperatures and no new metals or high

strength ceramics are in immediate prospect, the trend

of endeavour has been toward methods of cooling present

blading in order to be able to obtain these desirable

high inlet temperatures.

The results of this experiment show that for

operating temperatures from about 900 F. to 1600° F,,

good cooling can be obtained with the configuration used

and with relatively low cooling air flow. Using an air
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flow equivalent to about Z/i of burner inlet air in a

J-33 jet engine, an average blade temperature reduction

of 420° F. to 620° F, could be expected for the above

gas temperatures respectively. The internal ooolin-j was

found to be the most effective, however, the boundary

layer was seen to be effective near exit from the blade

slot and increasingly effective v;ith increased air flow,

A trailing edge slotted air exit was found to be effec-

tive in reducing trailing edge temperature. Overall

cooling effectiveness was found to increase v/ith increased

gas temperature.

This test was done in the Main Lngines Labora-

tory of the Mechanical Engineering Department at the

University of Ii^innesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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iirriiODucTiON

A reviev/ of the theory of gas turbines shows

that the efficiency of such engines is proportional to

turbine inlet temperatures. Consequently, by increasing

the inlet temperature of the turbine, a very desirable

increase in specific output and decrease in specific fuel

consumption can be realized. For a specific enf^ine this

oan only be realized, however, by a corresponding increase

in pressure ratios and R.P.I^. In any case it has been

found highly advantageous to find means for increasing

Cas temperature to the turbine without causing serious

damage to the blading, uith present blading materials,

inlet temperatures are limited to around 1000 F. although

higher temperatures have been realized by use of impulse

staging and other special means. Since no neiv high temper-

ature netals or high strength ceramics are in immediate

prospect, the present lino of research has been toward

methods of turbine blade cooling. Besides permitting

higher inlet temperatures, blade cooling could improve

blade life and, for present inlet temperatures, allow use

of loss strategic or expensive metals for their fabrica-

tion.
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It is felt that air cooling of turbine blades

is the most foasable method of cooling] since an unlimited

supply of cooling medium is constantly at hand» From

previous experiments and analyses, it has been shown that

losses introduced by use of roasonable amounts of com-

pressor air for cooling are more t>ian compensated for by

increased turbine performance (Hef. l)» In some tests

this has amounted to &}o or more of total inlet air to

the compressor.

Two tests conducted at the University of luinno-

sota (Ref. 2 and 3) deal with the coolinij of gas turbine

blades by means of forming a boundary layer of cool air

along the blade surface. Air supplied to a passage in-

side the blade is ejected through rows of holes in tho

surface to form the boundary layer. Results of both tests

showed that film coolinj^ was most effective near the cool-

ing holes and that the trailing edge of the blade was

hardest to cool.

Other methods of blade cooling which have been

tried are water cooling by natural convection (Ref, 4),

sweat cooling (Ref. 5), and ceramic sleeve cooling (Kef, 6)
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Tests have been conducted by the NACA to determine the

effects of heat on blades and the critical areas which

require cooling or temperature reduction. In the fore-

going tests it vfas determined that at high temperatures,

the leading edge of the blades developed small cracks

which lead to ultimate failure. Stress r.easuremonts at

high temperature revealed that the critical area of the

blade was approximately at one third the distance from

root to tip (Kef. 7).

The basis of this experiment is the use of air

under pressure to cool a gas turbine blade witli several

internal air passages leading to slotted exits. The air

thus provides a degree of internal cooling which has been

found effective (Kef. 1} and upon exit from a leading

edge slot forns a boundary layer of air between the blade

and the hot gases. In this manner it was hoped to im-

prove upon previous cooling methods and to determine a

comparison between boundary layer cooling and internal

cooling.
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TEST BQUIH-IKNT

A sohenatic diagran of test equipinent is shown

in Fig. 1. Fig.'s 2, 3, 4, and 5 are photographs of var-

ious parts of the equipment used.

The test blade (Fig. 3 and 6) was constructed

of mild steel. Throe holes wore drilled the length of

the blade as cooling air passages and joined internally

at the blade tip. tjlots .01 inches wide were milled

lengthwise near the leading and trailing edges and into

two of tlie air passages. The forv/ard slot was constructed

in such a manner that cooling air would exit along and

parallel to the surface of the blade. The roar slot

split the trailing edge to insure cooling air to this

thin critical area. Thus air entering tlie center passage

would flow to tJio outer passages and thence out tho slots

(Fig. G). Holes were drilled along the root periphery at

points 1-7 as indicated in the blade sketch, Seven thermo-

couples were placed in these holes to a depth of a little

over one third distance from blade root to tip. These

thermocouples were used to measure the blade temperature

and were connected to a Brown Recording Potentiometer.
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Two additional blades were constructed to the

eamo shape but without cooling arrangements. These were

placed in the test section to form a cascade with t}ie

tost blade in the center. Tliermocouples v/ere placed

similarly in the leading odge of these two blades in

order to determine whether or not a temperature varia-

tion existed across the flow of hot gases.

The test section was constructed of mild steel

to fit the thj"ee blades evenly spaced in cascade. A suit-

able adapter was made to permit removal of the test blade

(Fig. 's 2 and 3). The curve seen in the test section per-

mits the flow of hot gases to be turned uniformly with

the blading. The curved walls are made to inside and out-

side blade contours simulating the inside and outside sur-

faces of two more blades in the cascade. Suitable ducting

from the test section leads to burner and exhaust. A

total head pressure tube, static tube, and a shielded

thermocouple were placed 42 inches upstream from the blad-

ing to measure pressures and temperature necessary for

flow measurement.

Hot exJiaust gases for the test section were sup-
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plied by a J33-A-17 Allison Jet Kn^ine burner. The ex-

haust of this burner was connected directly to the test

section. A spark ignited acetylene flame was used to

start the burner diesel fuel spray. (Fig. 5)

Air for the biarner was supplied by a 7.40-1

^ar ratio centrifugal conpressor from an Allison V-1710

aircraft engine. This compressor was operated by a direct

drive from a Lycoming 0-435-T air cooled li£;ht tank engine

rated at 162 K.P, at 2000 R.P.U. A six inch square edged

orifice was placed in the compressor intake line to neae-

ure burner air flow. Pressure differential across the

orifice was measured by a water manometer at the control

panel. A thermocouple at the inlet measured inlet air

temperature. (Fig* 5)

Cooling air for the blade was obtained from a

compressed air line in the test cell. This air was piped

through a Type 5A-25 Fischer and ?orter Flcvrator which

determined the flew rate of cooling air. iVessure and

temperature gauges were placed in the line to obtain data

necessary for converting readings to wei~}it flow.

Diesel fuel to tlie burner was supplied by an
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electrically driven aircraft fuel pump and weight flow

was determined by a Type 5A-G0 fuel flowrator placed in

the line.

To ventilate the tost cell a larf^e exhaust fan

run by a 20 H.P. V/estinghouse electric motor was used.

Since the capacity of tliis veatilatin^ systen was enough

to change the air in the cell several times a minute,

the burner exhaust gases v/ere released inside the room

near the blower inlet.

The control panel outside the test cell contained

all engine instruments, pressure gauges, temperature selec-

tor and recorder, manometers, etc. necessary for measuring

all items of interest as well as all engine and burner

controls. (Fig, 4)
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PROCEDURE

Before starting the jet burner the engine and

compressor were thoroughly warned until oil temperatures

read above 120° F. The burner was then started by ignit-

ing the acetylene jet at about 1000 engine R.P.M. and

then cutting in the fuel. A rise in temperature of gases

was noted upon igniting the acetylene which served as a

good safety check. The fuel pump was then turned on and

fuel pressure built up by the fuel control, A further

rise in temperature was noted when the fuel ignited. From

here on the engine R.P.II, and fuel pressure were increased

simultaneously up to about 90?^ engine rated R.P.M. and

the desired temperature. Acetylene gas was turned off

when gas temperature exceeded 600° F. as measured on the

shielded themocouplo. It was found that by keeping en-

gine R»P.H. constant, the. desired ranrjo of temperatures

for testing could be obtained by varying the fuol flow.

Readings were maae of all instruments at tem-

peratures of 800, 1000, 1200, and 1400 degrees Farenheit

as measured on the shielded thermocouple placed in the

flow of gases. These readings are tabulated in Table I.
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Equations and methods of reducing data are given in the

section "Formulas and Sample Computations" of this report.

Results of data reduction are shown in Table II.
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RESULTS AKD DISCUSSION

Upon inspection of the test data it is seen

that several of the blade tenperaturos are in excess of

what sliould have been the total temperature of the rases

as measured by the shielded thernocouple. This could be

partly due to a variation in temperature of the gases

across the test section since the tfiermocouple was rela-

tively close to the top. However, in all probability the

inaccuracy is due to a faulty thermocouple or to a poor

method of shielding. In any case, the evaluation of the

exact gas temperature is not necessary to the objectives

of this report. The temperature, however, serves as a

good reference and is indicated throuf,hout the following

pages as reference temperature, Tj^.

Results are sho^m graphically in Fig.'s 8 through

18. By examination of the first set of curves (Fig.'s 8 to

11) it is seen that the temperature at the leading edge

(station l) of the blade is in general muoh higher than

at other stations and the air cooling less effective.

This was predicted since the thermocouple hole was construc-

ted so close to the leading edge that it almost broke
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through. This leaves only a very thin piece of laetal to

conduct heat away from the point. It is also seen that

station 1 is more remote fron cooling air than the other

stations and should have a hi(;;yier temperature. At no

cooling air flow it is quite possible that this thermo-

couple gives a r.°o^ approximation of the gas total temper-

ature.

Fig. 7 serves as a check on consistency and ro-

producibility of results. Here is plotted the various

station tehperatures for each run at no cooling air flow.

The plotted points are connected by straight lines since

a curve through them would be meaningless. It is seen

that the general shape so formed is consistent for each

test as compared with the others except for station 3 at

the higher reference temperature. This run was cliecked

at a slightly lower gas temperature and the sane general

pattern was repeated as sJiovm. Station 8 in one of the

uncooled blades seems to vary from station 9 in the other,

indicating a slight variation of gas temperature across

the section.

Fig.'s 8-11 definitely show the boundary layer
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of cooling air to be effective at station 2. licwevor, as

cooling air flow decreases to about 0.4 lb/rain the effec-

tiveness of the boundary layer decreases . Tliis is prob-

ably not as nearly due to the breakin-; up of the boundary

layer at the lowor air flow as it is duo to tl\c cooling

air reaching a higher temperature before reaching station

2. This is probably also the reason why station 3 appar-

ently receives no benefit from the boundary layer as seen

by comparing it with station G and 7.

Stations 6 and 7 v/hich have no boundary layer

show that the internal cooling is quite effective and ap-

parently evenly distributed to all stations except 1.

The results at stations 4 and 5 indicate that the trail-

ing edge slot is very effective.

Fig.'s 12-17 indicate little difference in the

amount of blade cooling for gas reference temperatures of

800 and 1000° F. It appears that cooling effectiveness

may reach a mininum at about 1000 F. and become slightly

unstable at lower temperatures.

Highest temperature reduction was 510° F. at

station 2 with maximum air flow.
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These results may be approximately compared with

an actual Jet engine asaumed to bo operating at the same

air flow and gas temperatures per burner, oinoe a J-33

jet burner was used for this test the comparison here will

be for that engine.

The J-33 engine has 54 blades supplied by 14

burners each blade having approximately 15 square inches

of area. This makes 3.86 blades per burner of about 58

square inches of area to be cooled per burner. The area

of the test blade is 33.8 square incj^es. I/^ximum cooling

air flow amounted to .71/« of burner air flow for the test.

By comparing thia with the J-33 engine we would have to use

58 .

X .71 s 1.2/133.8

of burner air to obtain equivalent cooling at the same

operating conditions. If Z% of burner air were to be

available for cooling it would be necessary to use about

1.59 Ib/min in this test to obtain the equivalent data.

Since limitations of test instruments prevented using

this amount of cooling air, the equivalent amount of cooling

can only be approximated. Fig. 18 shows a plot of average

blade cooling for each gas temperature. Assuming an ap-
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proximately linear relation for higher air flows, the

upper and lower curves are extended to a cooling air flow

of 1.59 Ib/min. Here it is seen that the average blade

cooling would lie approximately in the range of from 420

to 620 °F. and would correspond to 2% of burner air flow

for the J-33 engine operating at the conditions of the

test.

The above comparison is of course approximate

since scale effects would have to be taken into considera-

tion in a more accurate comparison.

From Ref. (ll) we can compare two geometrically

similar blades from the equations below:

q . h^A(t^ - t^)

.75

\ = -055 ^ {^)

Ll , Al^

,875
^^ ai . (ii) MX

For the areas of 15 and 33,8 square inbhes assuming

qj^
» 2.0G qg
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and for hoat flew per unit area tho large blado would

have .0295 BTU/hr in^ and tfie smaller .0324 BTU/hr in^.

In other words, slightly more cooling would bo expected

from a smaller geometrically similar blade. Therefore,

for the J-33 blades it is probable that the cooling tem-

peratures obtained on a straight area ratio are less

than actual, assuming actual results to agree fairly

closely to those of a geometrically similar blade.
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COIICLUSIOJJS AND RECOmEIlDATiaiS

From this analysis the following conclusions

wore reached*

(1) This method of blade cooling gave relative-

ly good overall cooling in a range of gas temperatures

fron about 900° K. to 1600° F. By using .71,^ of burner

air for cooling, it was found that average temperature

reduction ranged from 275° F, to 400° F, for lowest and

highest gas tenporatures respectively. To cool all the

blades in a J-33 jet engine by this method, an equivalent

amount of burner air of about 1.2;;^ v;ould have to be used

in order to obtain about the samo cooling.

(2) Results were extrapolated for the average

condition and approximately compared with the J-33 jet

engine running at the sane conditions with the same cool-

ing arrangement and using 2/o of burner air for cooling.

It was found that for the same gas temperature range,

average temperature reduction could be expected to be

from 420° F. to 620° F.

(3) The test blade leading edge was found to
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have minimum cooling, being farther from oooling air than

other points of measurement on the blade.

(4) The boundary layer cooling was found to

have its greatest effect at the higher cooling air flows

and was effective apparently for only a short distance

along the blade surface (less than one inch).

(5) T}ie greater part of the temperature reduc-

tion is attributed to internal cooling. However, this

could have reduced the effectiveness of the boundary layer

since cooling air was undoubtedly ejected from the slots

at fairly high temperature.

(g) The trailing edge slot v/as found to be

very effective in reducing the trailing edge temperature.

(7) Cooling effectiveness (temperature reduc-

tion) for the same cooling air flow was noted to increase

with gas temperature.

In the event of further experiment or use of

this test blade, it is recommended that a more suitable

method of gas temperature measurement than the shielded

tliermocouple be used, that the blade leading edge be cut
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down or some modification be applied to cool it better,

and that further measurement of the boundary layer ef-

fectiveness be made with particular note to tha tempera-

ture of the cooling air ejected from the slot.
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FORUUUS AUD SAIiPLS COMMUTATIONS

1, Reduction of cooling air data to find weight flovr

of cooling air. Flowrator calibrated at 14.7 psia and

100° F.

"a • •*" \,,, - ^i

(see Kef. 8)

2. Computation of Kach Kumber (Kef. 9)

Since static pressure and total pressure were

read on raanoraeters attached to the test section, mach

number can be determined from the one dimensional com-

pressible flow equation:

r - 1

£-- (1 X rjll u2)
Po 2

3. Burner air flow (Kef. 10)

^ = 2.52 ^P ^M'

Ta
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K(aiKNCLATURE

h— . pressure differential across burner
inlet orifice (inches of water)

M • Ltach Number

p test section static pressure (inches Hg.

)

p^ cooling air pressure (psia)

p test section total pressure (inches Hg.)

Q^ volume flow of cooling air (ft"^/min)

T|^ - Ty test blade temperatures (°F.)

Tg - Tq • . . . . leading edge temperatures of uncooled
blades (°F.)

T-,^ burner inlet air temperature ( F.)

T-^2 • • cooling air temperature (°F.)

Tp gas reference temperature (^.)

W^ • • weight flow of cooling air (Ib/min)

W^ weight flow of fuel (ib/hr)

w weight flow of burner air (Ib/hr)
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TABLH II

REDUCED DATE

h 'h U V»> \f V/p/w

800 .973 .43 95 8200 .0116
800 .625 95
800 .367 95
800 .176 95
800 95

. 1000 .973 .47 128 8200 .0156

1000 .695 126 .0154
1000 .370 126

1000 .181 126

1000 126

1210 ,975 .50 158 8200 .0193

1210 .618 158
1200 .374 159 •0194

1210 .187 159

1210 159

1400 .962 .49 169 8200 .021

1400 .677 169
1400 .358 169
1400 .172 169
1410 169
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